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Bayesian technique is one of the classification techniques which can be applied to a certain problem domain such as classification task. Therefore, this technique had been chosen to conduct a classification task with emails dataset where the emails are comprised of spam and non-spam emails. Bayesian technique has been applied to observe whether it can produce a good result in spam emails classification or not. Beside, this project also applied Rough set as a comparison technique to classify the spam emails. The classification task is done based on the independent feature selection where only one most occurrence term for each email is chosen as an input to the Bayesian probability. Some of the measurement evaluation had been used to evaluate the classification performance. The measurements are precision, recall, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and error rate. After the measurements process, these two techniques were compared to identify which one of these two techniques is best in classifies spam emails based on the experimental results. The results show that Bayesian technique is good than Rough set technique in classifies spam emails. However the results also indicate that Rough set also suitable for spam filtering problem. Finally, some suggestions were being discussed so that this project can be improved in future work to get a better result compared to the current result which had been retrieved in this project.
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Spam is also known as unsolicited commercial email. The other popular name is junk mail which floods the Internet users’ electronic mailboxes. These junk mails can contain many types of messages such as pornography, commercial advertising, get rich quick scheme, doubtful product, viruses or quasi legal services. There are two types of spam which are Usenet spam and direct mail messages. Usenet spam is a single message that is sent to 20 or more Usenet newsgroups which will target the people who read newsgroups but rarely or never give their email addresses away (Mueller, 1999). Spam that is categorized as a direct mail message is when it targets individual emails messages by stealing the Internet mailing list, scanning the Usenet postings or searching the web for addresses. Email spamming will get worse if the recipient reply to the messages, which will cause the recipients’ addresses available to be attacked by other spammers.

Some email users are busy to open their mailboxes until it become crowded with unwanted emails and make the received emails being left unfiltered. Recipients of spam should spend a lot of their time to delete and classify which of those emails are spam or legitimate. When a user is flooded with a large amount of spam, the chance of he or she forgot to read a legitimate message increases. As a result, many email readers will have to spend a non-trivial portion of their time removing
unwanted messages. Spam also creates a burden on mail servers and Internet traffic, all for unwanted messages (Stone, 2003).

Spam filtering is a kind of text classification task. Spam filtering techniques can be classified into two categories which are specific and general (Westbrook, 2000a). Specific filtering technique looks at the characteristics from actual spam messages, such as key phrases or words, source of the spam, or specific action requested of the recipient (e.g. Bayesian filtering approach). While general filtering technique typically look for a series of suspicious elements in an e-mail like an all capitalized subject field, exclamation points in the subject field, or obvious phony names in the “From” (sender) field including numbers and other features. However, specific filtering technique is more accurate than general filtering technique because it requires more maintenance by the vendor and especially from the mail user themselves because they depend on someone to set or classify the actual spam message to create and update the spam signatures.

There are two parameters which consist of effectiveness and accuracy used to measured spam filtering systems (Westbrook, 2000b). Effectiveness is measured by the percentage of spam that is caught. This percentage should be as high as possible. Accuracy is measured by the percentage of e-mails incorrectly identified as spam. This second percentage should be as low as possible. A well-designed of spam filters can score well on both measures.

Several different approaches have been examined to filter the spam; many of those approaches are widely used. One broad approach that attacks spam at the network level is Rough set technique (Wang et al, 1999). Rough set based filter can be used to detect junk emails on the Internet. One major technique of it is to build filters in email transfer route (Wang et al, 1999). For instance, some servers block spam based on so-called Realtime Black Hole lists (RBLs), which alert servers of undergoing flooding spam. RBLs are the aggressive bouncers of the Internet; anything listed in the RBL will be rejected (Schroder, 2003). Another broad
approach examines the content of an incoming message for features which indicate its status as spam or legitimate. In present, researchers are interested to apply statistical learning algorithm such as Bayesian introduced by Thomas Bayes (http://www.wikipedia.org), support vector machine technique (SVM) suggested by Corinna Cortes and Vladimir Varnik in 1995 (http://www.wikipedia.org) and AdaBoost algorithm, formulated by Freund and Schapire (http://www.wikipedia.org). Taking the latter approach and treating e-mail filtering as a text classification problem, researchers have applied several statistical learning algorithms to email dataset with promising results including problems more difficult than spam filtering, such as author identification (Oliver et al, 2000). These approaches were applied in order to produce good results in filtering spam

1.1 Background of Problem

In order to avoid the growing problem of junk E-mail on the Internet, several methods have been examined for the automated spam filtering system which is responsible in eliminating such unwanted messages from a recipient electronic mailbox. Regarding to this problem, it has become necessary for us to have a filtering system that will classify the emails either as junks or legitimate. Junk mails are the unwanted messages which occurred without the permission of the recipients such as pornographic message. Meanwhile, legitimate emails are messages which occurred with the permission of the recipients such as the messages from family and friends. Many commercial products are available nowadays which allow users to create a set of logical rules to filter junk mails. For example, there is a system that requires users to create a rule set to detect junk or spam assuming that their users are knowledgeable to create robust rules. This solution, however, is quite difficult and fussy to the busy and limited (have not much knowledge about spam or even a computer) users. Moreover, as the nature of junk mail changes over time, these rule sets must be constantly tuned and refined by the user. This is a time-consuming and
often tiresome process which can be closely generating an error during system execution and not generating the spam filter.

Filtering system must have a capability to independently detect the characteristics of spam. In other word, a junk mail filtering system should be able to automatically adapt to the changes in the characteristics of junk mail over time (Sahami et al, 1998). Moreover, by having a system that can learn directly from data in a user's mail repository, such junk filters can be personalized to the particular characteristics of a user's legitimate (and junk) mail. For example some of the users especially the companies that are involved in mortgage business such as loan brokers and correspondent lenders will classify the ‘mortgage’ phrase that contain in their emails as a legitimate and other user that assume ‘mortgage’ phrase is not important and should not be in their inboxes will delete or classify the phrase as junk. Hence, this particular task will easily lead to the development of much more accurate junk filters for each user. Along these lines, methods have recently been suggested for automatically learning rules to classify email. While such approaches have shown some success for general classification tasks based on the text of messages, they have not been employed specifically with the task of filtering junk mail in mind. As a result, such systems are not focused on the specific features which distinguish junk from legitimate email (Cohen, 1996). Researchers still are doing great study in fighting back the spam by developing or producing such a good filtering system and algorithm that will detect spam at most efficient ways.

Researchers have applied a variety of statistical learning methods in automatically generating probabilistic email text classification models such as the Naïve Bayesian classifier (Lewis & Ringuette, 1994) (Mitchell, 1997) (McCallum et al, 1998), support vector machine (SVM) technique (Drucker et al, 1999), genetic programming (Katiraj, 1999), decision tree classifier (Diao et al, 2000) as well as more expressive Bayesian classifiers (Koller & Sahami, 1997).
From all the studies done by those researches in the past, Bayesian classification technique has been favored in the area of email filtering compared to Rough set technique because of its precision and efficiency. Recently, Bayesian classification techniques have been applied in solving problems of spam filtering. In this project, a comparison between Bayesian and Rough set filtering techniques will be performed to discover which of these techniques can prove the effectiveness in producing good filter results in the domain problem. It is essential to compare between the classifier in different domain problems rather than employing only one method to discover the best result. The study of comparing the various techniques in spam filtering will definitely do a benefit towards the research in this area.

1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 Unsolicited commercial emails are extremely flooding our electronic mailboxes.

1.2.2 Spammers have many ways or techniques to flood the users’ emails repository such as by obtaining email addresses from Usenet postings, DNS listings, Web pages, guessing common names at known domains and searching for email addresses corresponding to specific users.

1.2.3 It is quite difficult and wasting of time to fight these spam emails without having such good filtering systems or tools that help to classify the incoming emails.

1.2.4 This comparative study is done in order to determine whether Bayesian and Rough set techniques are able to filter the spam.

1.2.5 Moreover this project also tries to determine which of these techniques give better results in spam filtering.
1.3 Objectives of the Thesis

1.3.1 To apply Bayesian and Rough set techniques in filtering spam.
1.3.2 To compare the effectiveness of the filtering results from Bayesian and Rough set techniques.
1.3.3 To find out whether Bayesian and Rough set techniques can be applied on emails dataset in order to perform a better result in classification.

1.4 Scope

1.4.1 Use 450 lists of e-mails or data sets as training data.
1.4.2 Microsoft Outlook has been selected to be the email platform.
1.4.3 Employ precision and recall concepts to test the effectiveness of the Bayesian classification results.
1.4.4 Apply filtering technique on emails with text only.
1.4.5 Total emails for training process are 300 and for testing process are 150 emails.
1.4.6 Stemming process is done on Malay and English languages.
1.4.7 The classification process only focuses on subject and body of the messages.
1.4.8 Apply only one feature selection or one attribute which is the term that mostly occurs in each email.
1.4.9 Apply ROSETTA toolkit software to classify emails for Rough Set technique.
1.4.10 Use my own personal emails instead of using benchmark emails (Hovold, 2005).
1.5 Project Plan

This project is carried out in two semesters. The first part of the project focuses on understanding the general view of spam problem and filtering technique and also the past approaches that have been applied by other researches as well as methodology to be used in this project. Most of the time in the first semester is used to explore and gather relevant information from the text books and published journals. The total understanding in spam filtering and artificial intelligence methods is important in order to know the different methods that can be used in solving filtering problems. At the end of first semester, a better understanding of Bayesian and Rough set spam filtering techniques is achieved and preliminary results will be produced to show that this comparative study can be proceed or not before executing the rest of the complicated works. The report for the first semester includes Introduction, Literature View, Methodology and Initial Findings.

The second part of the project involves implementing Bayesian and Rough set filtering techniques for email classification whether the email is junk or legitimate. The implementation will begin with preprocessing works includes feature extraction (stemming and stop word removal) and feature selection such as term frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf), and then apply probabilistic classification to classify emails. Next, Rough set technique is applied to compare the effectiveness of spam filtering between itself and the Bayesian technique. Comparison will be carried out based on classification and the efficacy of Bayesian and Rough set filtering technique. The second part of the report includes Experimental Result and Conclusion.
1.6 Thesis Contribution

This project will give better insights and idea or solution in the use of email filtering to classify whether the emails are junk or legitimate. This comparative study also may suggest which of the filtering techniques should be used to achieve the effectiveness of spam filtering; Bayesian or Rough set techniques.

1.7 Conclusion

Nowadays, email becomes one of the most important communication tools for people around the world. Through email, we can communicate with other people easily, faster than sending a letter and of course the service is for free. However, the email service also has some problem to overcome such as viruses and spam flooding especially. There are many researches and works that had been done to defeat this spam problem and mostly were successful in filtering the spam. Therefore, this project was being suggested in order to fulfill the objectives which are to apply, to test and to compare between these two filtering techniques; Bayesian and Rough set either one of these technique gives a good result in filtering the spam.
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